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Summary  
The analysis and sorting of biological cells in microfluidic chips has been one of the 

fastest growing sensor-research topics in the past few years. The characteristic scale of 
microfluidics devices (channel diameter from a few to some tens of micrometers) fits very 
well to the typical size of cells which makes them a very useful platform for the analysis and 
handling of cells. In addition, the integration of sensors and actuators into such microfluidics 
chips is a matured technology, allowing the design of numerous elements for the diagnosis 
of cells.  

Not only cell cultures are studied on a chip but also single cells, which yields more 
specific information, for example on the initiation of diseases. In addition to chemical 
analysis methods (e.g. ion selective electrodes or electrochemistry) also physical analysis 
methods can be applied to retrieve information from cells. A driving force to apply physical 
sensors is the potential of label-free analysis which makes the measurement faster and 
cheaper. 

In this contribution an attempt is made to give an overview of current physical 
measurement and actuating principles for the on-chip analysis of cells.  

 

Physical effects for cell analysis  
In the past decade, numerous sensing and actuating elements have been invented, 

investigated, and developed to retrieve information from cells in a small chip. Sensors and 
actuators that make use of physical effects are based on optical, electrical, magnetic, 
thermal or mechanical measurement principles.   

 
The optical domain has proven extremely useful for the analysis of cells. Optical elements 

can be integrated on the chip and light can be coupled in and out relatively easy with optical 
fibers. Well-known are fluorescence, luminescence, and light absorption. In on-chip flow-
cytometry light absorbed or scattered by flowing single cells is examined. Also in droplet 
microfluidics where cells are located in very small droplets that act as a well-defined reaction 
chamber, optical methods are applied [e.g. 1]. Recently, a novel method to determine the 
change of refraction index of very small liquid volumes on a chip, for example caused by a 
chemical reaction, was published [2]. Microfluidic chips also allow accurate spectrometric 
analysis of cells; infrared [e.g. 3] and Raman spectroscopy [e.g. 4] show highly interesting 
results. Of course, these spectrometric analysis systems cannot be called a sensor but there 
are specific applications for which a sensor system is designed and built on the basis of 
spectrometer research results. An example is the detection of cancer cells in biopsies on the 
basis of the ratio of infrared light absorption by symmetric and anti-symmetric CH2 in the cell 
membrane [5]. It appears that the occurrence of cancer in cells causes a shift of the 
concentration of anti-symmetric stretch CH2 to symmetric stretch CH2. By determining the 
ratio of the two infrared absorption lines, the measurement is independent of the amount of 
cells that are in the sample and also fluctuations of laser intensity are being compensated 
for. The next step is to apply this method for living cells.  

Holography has been applied to make three dimensional images of (flowing) cells in 
microfluidic chips. Although also not a sensor technique, the method yields – in addition to 
cell size - fascinating information on the cell´s nucleus, membrane, and cytoplasm [e.g. 6]. 
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Amongst electrical methods to analyze cells the best known are impedance spectroscopy 

[7], and capacitance measurements. A highly interesting electronics-based method for the 
analysis of cells in vitro, are CMOS based microelectrode arrays. The cells are cultured 
directly on the chips. With the arrays an interface to electrogenic cells can be established 
which allows monitoring of the electrical activity of these cells, including the electrical activity 
between cells [8]. Both electrical stimulations and recordings are possible with these arrays.  

An electrical effect that is used as an actuator for the separation of cells is 
dielectrophoresis [9]. In a non-uniform electrical field in a micro flow channel mechanical 
forces can be applied to living single cells. Different cell types experience different forces or 
even forces in opposite directions. This allows the separation of one cell type from the other 
in a system without moving elements. The dielectrophoretic effect can be realized by 
introducing electrodes in the flow channel that are designed to create a non-uniform 
electrical field. This method is now evolving into a robust system for sorting out specific and 
small amounts of cells from complex cell-containing fluids [10]. An example of such a 
complex fluid is blood [11]. 

 
To determine the mechanical properties of cells one of the first tools applied was atomic 

force microscopy (AFM). The investigation of the changing mechanical properties of the 
membrane of cancer cells applying AFM has yielded promising results [12]. In a recent 
publication a few other mechanical analysis methods that can be applied in a microfluidic 
chip have been discussed and are referred to as “mechanical biomarkers” [13]. Examples 
given are cell deformability and “hydrodynamic stretching”. For both methods microfluidic 
elements have been designed. 

 
The heat production in cells (thermogenesis) is being investigated by applying highly 

sensitive calorimetric elements. It should give information on the cells metabolism and can 
be used to investigate influence of different environmental parameters on the cell´s 
metabolism [14]. Investigations are ongoing to apply fast differential scanning calorimetry 
(FDSC) for protein analysis [15].  

 
In the magnetic domain the application of magnetic beads that bind to specific cells which 

can then simply be sorted out with a magnet is a proven illustration of the use of magnetics 
for cell analysis [16]. Several types of commercial magnetic beads for cell separation are on 
the market, e.g. Dynabeads Technology [17] 

 
It can be concluded that its suitability for label-free and fast analysis makes physical 

measurement and actuation methods very attractive for the investigation of biological cells. 
Because of the relative ease of integration in microfluidic devices, the concept also shows 
good prospects for commercial products. 
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